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LOT: 1     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A 20th century continental ceramic vase, a circular panel depicting a ship at sea, with
continental marked (indistinct) white metal rim and base 32.5cm high

LOT: 2     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A 19th century English porcelain painted plaque, attributed to Daniel Lucas, depicting hill
top castle ruins with cows by the river in the foreground, in a gilt wooden frame, frame
size 26.5cm H x 32cm W

LOT: 3     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A 19th century Staffordshire ceramic figure of Queen Victoria, commemorating her
Golden Jubilee, gilt writing to the base, some wear 42cm high

LOT: 4     Estimate: £100 - £150 
A Minton 'St. James' dinner service and part tea set, comprising ten dinner plates, ten
soup bowls, ten 9inch plates, ten 8inch plates, four serving bowls, ten small side plates,
a gravy boat and saucer, ten cups and saucers, some with minor marks and food
stains (qty)

LOT: 5     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Six early 19th century Spode porcelain tea cups, hand painted floral design with gilt work
on a white ground, marked and numbered to the bases 8cm high, two with repaired
cracks AF (6)

LOT: 6     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A collection of modern Wedgwood bone china tea and coffee wares, including cups and
saucers, a milk jug, twin handled milk jug, side plates, etc, with a white and red scrolling
design, all marked to the underside (qty)

LOT: 7     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Two Lladro ceramic figural groups, comprising a father, son and dog on a fishing boat,
with a wooden stand 37cm in length and a girl sweeping below a street lamp (hand
broken AF) (2)

LOT: 8     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A part set of Royal Copenhagen cups and saucers, 10 cups and 12 saucers, floral
pattern with gilt work, together with a Royal Copenhagen square plate with a port scene
and a red and gilt bowl (qty)
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LOT: 9     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A mixed lot of ceramics and glass, including Aldermaston, modern Wedgwood
Jasperware, Poole pottery, studio glass, etc AF (qty)

LOT: 10     Estimate: £40 - £60 
An early 20th century pottery figurine of a Koala bear and its cub, by Goldscheider,
marked to the underside of the base, 15cm high

LOT: 11     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A 19th century English transfer printed pearlware jug, black transfer design depicting a
mother and children on one side and a shepherd on the other, marked 'Stone China' to
the underside AF 15.5cm high

LOT: 12     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Mo Jupp (British 1938-2018), five ceramic plaques, comprising, a Porcelain plaque
mounted on paper, impressed date 93 to the bottom, signed and dated '93 on the
paper, plaque size 10cm x 7.5cm, paper size 23cm x18cm, A terracotta plaque titled
'State of Play 4', Artist proof, dated 96 to the bottom left of the plaque, mounted on
paper, the paper signed bottom right, plaque size 11cm x 6.5cm, paper size 23cm x
18cm, a porcelain plaque titled 'State of Play #1', no. 11/20, dated 96 to the bottom
right, signed in pencil below, plaque size 12cm x 7.5cm, paper size, paper size 23cm x
18cm, a porcelain plaque titled 'State of Play #2', no. 9/20, dated 96 to the bottom left,
signed in pencil below, plaque size 12.5cm x 7.5cm, paper size, paper size 23cm x
18cm, a porcelain plaque titled 'State of Play #5', no. 4/18, dated 97 to the bottom
right, signed in pencil below, plaque size 9cm x 6cm, paper size, paper size 23cm x
18cm (5)

LOT: 13     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Three Lladro ceramic Japanese lady figurines, the largest a lady with a mirror leaning on
a tree (broken and repaired hand) 31cm high, a lady kneeling and flowering arranging
20cm high and a seated lady hiding her face with a fan (broken thumb, flower cracked
but present) 23cm high, all marked to the undersides AF (3)

LOT: 14     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A 19th century Minton majolica bird dish, the dish shaped as a leaf, impressed marks to
the underside and numbered 1331, the birds tail cracked and repaired, a chip to the leaf
AF 20cm in length

LOT: 15     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A collection of West German Pottery, comprising, a green and red glazed example,
raised design of a hunter on horseback and lions, 46cm high, and four more including a
squat studio pottery vase, all with marks to the underside some with damage AF (6)
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LOT: 16     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A collection of ceramics, comprising three Royal Doulton figurines; Sairey Gamp, Darling
and Arnette, all marked to the undersides, two Royal Worcester figurines, a Moorcroft
small squat vase, an Adderley bowl together with a Dresden porcelain cup and saucer
AF (9)

LOT: 17     Estimate: £300 - £500 
A Moorcroft pottery bowl, blue and green glaze with floral decoration, scalloped rim,
signed on the underside and printed RN 360570, 23.5cm diameter, some crazing AF

LOT: 18     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A late 18th century blue and white transferware Chinese Fitzhugh pattern armorial
basket stand, c.1760-70, reticulated oval shaped rim, with floral decoration and a central
armorial crest 23.5cm width

LOT: 19     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A collection of 19th century and later blue and white transferware ceramics, comprising
a commemorative Wedgwood mug dated 1924, a 19th century Minton Chinese
Fisherman patter platter 48.5cm diameter (worn), three Adderley's Asiatic Pheasants
pattern platters, of differing sizes, all with impressed and printed marks to the
underside, a Spode Italian tureen (cover missing), with marks to the underside,
together with a further platter AF (7)

LOT: 20     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A 19th century transfer printed plate stand, forget me not' pattern, printed mark to the
underside, 14.5cm H x 27cm W, together with a Spode porcelain dish, heightened gilt
rim, with hand painted floral decoration, marked to the underside 'Spode', Vernial
Gentian', 'White Flower'd Oenothera', 21cm diameter, both with some wear AF (2)

LOT: 21     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A collection of English ceramics, comprising a wash bowl and jug by Maling of Newcastle,
with a red floral pattern, the bowl 32cm in diameter, both crazed, together with a pair of
Staffordshire cats, with heightened gilt (both worn) 18cm high, together with a Royal
Worcester Bicentenary porcelain jug, dated 1951, 12cm high AF (5)

LOT: 22     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A collection of continental ceramics, comprising a pair of bisque figural groups of
cherubs, incised no. 43 & 44 to the bases, a pair of large glazed chickens, with damage
impressed 219 to the bases, both 34cm high, a glazed porcelain wall pocket, with an 'R'
makers mark to the reverse 26cm high , a pair of fiancÃ© glazed bottle jars (both with
wear) and a novelty trinket box, in the form of a hand, hand painted with heightened
gilt (worn) AF (8)

LOT: 23     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A ceramic vase converted to a lamp, yellow ground, with birds and fauna design, Kings
Duplex fitting, the metal base raised on ornate feet, with crazing and minor damage,
total height 41cm AF
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LOT: 24     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A framed 19th century Dresden ceramic plaque, of a little boy, signed lower right 'L
Sturm, Dresden 1888', in a gilt frame, frame size 27.5cm x 24.5cm

LOT: 25     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A late 19th/early 20th century Macintyre (early Moorcroft) Aurelian biscuit barrel, blue
and red decoration with heightened gilt, with a silver plated cover, rim and carrying
handle, marked to the underside, some crazing and wear to the decoration, 19cm high
AF

LOT: 26     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A late Victorian glass water jug, with a hallmarked silver rim, hallmarked London 1898 by
W.C., 23cm high

LOT: 27     Estimate: £200 - £300 
George Cook (1919-1982) for Ambleside Pottery, a studio pottery bird, possibly a
stylised pheasant, 34cm high with some damage AF

LOT: 28     Estimate: £20 - £30 
A Royal Copenhagen porcelain shaped plate, floral design, printed mark to the
underside, 31cm diameter at the largest point

LOT: 29     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Four ceramic animals, comprising a Beswick fox and sausage dog, a Sylvac white horse
and a large unmarked horse 30cm high, some wear (4)

LOT: 30     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A collection of continental porcelain plates, comprising four plates with floral painted
design and gilt rims, Meissen marks to the undersides, scratched through for seconds
quality, 19cm in diameter, and three marked Dresden plates of differing sizes, with floral
and gilt decoration (7)

LOT: 31     Estimate: £400 - £600 
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a 'Drunken bricklayer' vase, c. 1967-77, pat. no. 9672,
tangerine colour with textured design, 33cm high
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LOT: 32     Estimate: £100 - £200 
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a sunburst vase, c. 1969-73, pat. No. 9676, tangerine
colour with sunburst baluster form, 15.5cm high

LOT: 33     Estimate: £80 - £120 
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a textured cylindrical 'bark' vase, c. 1967-1974, pat.
no. 9691, tangerine colour, 19cm high

LOT: 34     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a rectangular 'Nailhead' vase, c. 1950's-1960's, pat no.
9685, tangerine colour, 11cm high

LOT: 35     Estimate: £80 - £120 
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, three 'Nailhead' vases, c. 1950's-1960's, pat no. 9683,
two kingfisher blue, the other Pewter colour, all approx. 17cm high (3)

LOT: 36     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a coffin textured vase, pat. no. 9686, tangerine colour,
13cm high

LOT: 37     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a coffin textured vase, no. 9686, ruby colour, 13cm
high

LOT: 38     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a narrow textured 'Bark' vase, pat. no. 9729, green
colour, 15cm high

LOT: 39     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Geoffrey Baxter for Whitefriars, a cylindrical textured 'Bark' vase, pat. no. 9691, ruby
colour, 15cm high
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LOT: 40     Estimate: £150 - £200 
A George III Bristol blue glass bullseye vase, ribbed' exterior with heightened gilt work,
some wear, 20.5cm high

LOT: 41     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A loetz style glass vase, greeny blue colour, flared frilled rim, with ribbed design, 11cm
high

LOT: 42     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A pair of Victorian Royal Doulton 'Royal' salt glazed stoneware vases, baluster bodies,
both with profile portrait's of Queen Victoria, blue/green glaze, impressed marks to the
undersides of both bases, 29.5cm high (2)

LOT: 43     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A collection of Royal Crown Derby ceramic Imari pattern plates, comprising five circular
rimmed dinner plates 26cm in diameter, three indented rimmed dinner plates 25.5cm
diameter and four indented rimmed plates 22cm in diameter, all with printed and
impressed marks AF (12)

LOT: 44     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A 19th century twin handled urn, Imari pattern, with no cover, some wear, marked to
the underside 17cm high, together with a Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern tyg, marked
to the underside 6cm high (2)

LOT: 45     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A collection of British ceramics, comprising a pair of late 19th century Staffordshire Spill
vases, 31cm & 30cm high, a pair of blue glazed vases with floral decoration, marked
'Made in England' to the undersides 26cm high, a Chameleon Ware vase, blue ground
with floral entertainment, of baluster form, marked to the underside, crazing with chips,
27cm high, and three pieces of modern Wedgwood jasperware AF (8)

LOT: 46     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A collection of English late 18th century and later transferware ceramics, comprising a
large blue and white platter, most probably Spode, boy with Buffalo pattern c. 1790's,
with condition issues, chips etc 49.5cm wide, A Masons Ironstone China chinoiserie
pattern plate, marked to the underside, 24cm diameter, two New Stone bowls, both in
poor condition, one worse than the other 26cm diameter, a blue and white painted plate
the centre with a monogram 'P.D.S' and Anaconda, in poor condition, 25cm diameter, a
blue and white gravy boat dish by Clementson Bros, with a later applied black transfer
Crest to the centre, 22.5cm diameter and a blue and white transferware plate with
chinoiserie design AF (7)

LOT: 47     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A French G. Vallon opalescent glass bowl, with moulded cherry decoration, supports,
marked G. Vallon and 'Made in France', 23cm in diameter, together with three pieces of
green carnival glass (4)
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LOT: 48     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Three items of ceramics, comprising a yellow glazed vase, with a raised dragon, 25.5cm
high, a continental porcelain figurine, with damage, and a Hispano-Moresque Ware
charger, cracked with staple repairs, 40cm diameter AF (3)

LOT: 49     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A ceramic after Goldscheider bust of a girl, impressed marks to the back, numbered
4344, 70, 17, some chips and wear 29cm high AF

LOT: 50     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A collection of glass bodied items, comprising a tankard with a pewter cover with painted
decoration, 15cm high, an inkwell with brass top, the top with makers marks 'George
Dowlers Anti-Corrosive inkstand' 6cm high, a small cut glass milk jug and sugar bowl, in
a box, together with a pair of plated grape scissors in a box (5)

LOT: 51     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A Continental part dessert service, with heightened gilt work and floral decoration,
comprising seven plates 23cm diameter, two footed plates and two twin handled
rectangular footed serving platters, all with numbers to the undersides, some wear
commensurate with age and use (11)

LOT: 52     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A pair of turn of the century cranberry glass lustres, with worn heightened gilt work,
later glass drops, both 29cm high AF (2)

LOT: 53     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A Copeland Jasperware jug, dancing ladies pattern, 15.5cm high, with impressed mark
to the underside, together with a Copeland Spode Jasperware teapot and a small 19th
century Wedgwood jug, with impressed marks to the underside, 6cm high (3)

LOT: 54     Estimate: £40 - £60 
An assorted collection of ceramics, comprising a Wedgwood Poterat pattern plate, three
Flosmaron make cups and saucers, two Copeland Spode saucers and one cup, retailed
by T. Goode & Co., a far eastern blue and white shaped dish, a Japanese modern
'Chokin' 24kt gold edged dish some with wear AF (qty)

LOT: 55     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A collection of continental ceramics, comprising a small figurine of a boy playing a
musical instrument, marked to the underside 14.5cm high, a porcelain cup and saucer
with floral decoration and heightened gilt work, another cup and saucer, pink and white
ground with panels depicting people and flowers, heightened gilt work, the cup with a
Meissen seconds mark, and a small saucer with worn gilt and a hand painted hot
chocolate cup cover, some with wear AF (7)
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LOT: 56     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A turn of the century English ceramic planter, black floral 'chinoiserie' glaze, marked
indistinctly to the underside, crazing and wear to the body AF 22.5cm H x 27cm wide

LOT: 57     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A turn of the century glass epergne, opalescent base with green glass shaped rim, a
central trumpet with trailing decoration, three smaller trumpets, three further trumpets
hanging from spiral stems, all with the same trailing decoration (one hanging trumpet
broken and repaired, total height 46cm AF

LOT: 58     Estimate: £100 - £150 
A pair of large antique Middle Eastern glazed terracotta twin handled vases, blue floral
glaze, both with significant damage, both approx. 43cm high AF

LOT: 59     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A 19th century Italian Majolica charger, in the style of Cantagalli, hand painted design
depicting a baptism in a stream, some chips and wear especially to the rim, 48cm
diameter AF

LOT: 60     Estimate: £80 - £120 
Two pairs of antique Middle Eastern glazed terracotta vases, all with blue and white floral
scrolling glazes, the larger pair of baluster form, one with a cover, 27cm high (without
cover) the smaller pair with pierced bodies and squat form, 23cm high, all with damage
chips, etc AF (4)

LOT: 61     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Three duck Royal Crown Derby paperweights, all with gold stoppers, one in a collectors
guild box (3)

LOT: 62     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Four Royal Crown derby paperweights, comprising two mice and two voles, three from
the collectors guild and with boxes, all with gold stoppers (4)

LOT: 63     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Three Royal Crown Derby paperweights, comprising two cats and a dog, all with gold
stoppers, one in a collectors guild box (3)
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LOT: 64     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Four bird Royal Crown Derby paperweights, comprising, Anniversary Robbin, Mountain
Bluebird, collectors guild crested tit and another bird, all with gold stoppers, two in boxes
(4)

LOT: 65     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Two Royal Crown Derby paperweights, comprising Starlight Hare and Bunny, both with
gold stoppers, with a collectors guild box (2)

LOT: 66     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Three Royal Crown Derby paperweights, comprising an advertising plaque, a collectors
guild snuffle and box and Short eared Owl, all with gold stoppers (3)

LOT: 67     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A Swarovski glass endangered wildlife tiger, in retail box with certificate of authenticity,
approx. length 19cm

LOT: 68     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A Swarovski glass figurine of a Bison, in a retail box with outer cover, 16cm in length

LOT: 69     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Three Swarovski glass figurines, comprising a Swan on a plastic fluted plinth, a figural
group of dolphins and a further dolphin, all with retail boxes, one with COA (3)

LOT: 70     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Three Swarovski glass pieces, comprising a vase, bunch of grapes and a pineapple (top
loose from base), all in their retail boxes (3)

LOT: 71     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Five Swarovski glass birds, all with retail boxes, two with certificates of authenticity (5)
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LOT: 72     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Six Swarovski glass pieces, comprising birds, a fox, butterfly, etc, three with COA, all in
retail boxes (6)

LOT: 73     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Three Swarovski glass bird figural groups, all with Certificates, retail boxes and covers
(3)

LOT: 74     Estimate: £60 - £100 
An assorted collection of Swarovski glass items, including bears, flowers, etc, two with
certificates and all with retail boxes (one not picture) (10)

LOT: 75     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Swarovski accessories, comprising three stands of differing sizes and a Crystal collectors
bound catalogue (4)

LOT: 76     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A very decorative turn of the century continental porcelain part tea service, turquoise
and pink glaze with heightened gilt work, comprising two serving plates with raised bow
design, 23.5cm diameter, four side plates and four cups and saucers, some wear,
staining and damage commensurate with age and use AF (14)

LOT: 77     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A Royal Crown Derby part dessert service, pink and floral design with heightened gilt,
comprising a serving plate, sugar bowl and six cups and saucers, all with printed marks
to the underside, together with five Copland late Spode octagonal dinner plates, blue
and white foliate scroll design with heightened gilt, impressed and printed marks to the
underside, 21cm diameter, many with wear, staining and minor damage commensurate
with age and use AF (19)

LOT: 78     Estimate: £80 - £120 
An American Prohibition decanter, dated 1933, with an eagle, American flag and an
inscription reading 'Repeal Forever', with some wear, scratches and marks, etc,
commensurate with age and use AF, 27.5cm high

LOT: 79     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A large collection of Continental glassware, all with gilt rims and gilt monograms,
comprising two decanters, six large wine glasses, six medium sized wine glasses, six
small wine glasses, five sherry glasses, six tumblers and bowls, one bowl with notable
damage, others slightly worn and scratched, commensurate with age and use AF (qty)
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LOT: 80     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A pair of French 19th century twin handled porcelain vases, after Samson, pink ground
with panels depicting cherubs, with heightened gilt, mark to the undersides, with
probable restoration AF, both 12.5cm high (2)

LOT: 81     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A pair of Royal Doulton salt-glazed stoneware vases, blue and green glaze with raised
swags, both with impressed marks to the undersides, 29cm & 28.5cm high (2)

LOT: 82     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Two ceramic horse and rider figurines, one a Beswick medieval knight, marked to the
underside 17cm H x 29cm W, together with a Sitzendorf horseback drummer, on a
plinth base with a printed mark to the left side 29cm H x 21cm W (2)

LOT: 83     Estimate: £200 - £300 
The bizarre Living Landscapes of Clarice Cliff, framed and mounted, comprising;
Bridgewater, Windbells, Summerhouse, Honolulu, Red Tree, Garden Blue, Tulip and
Monsoon, frame size 82.5cm x 83cm

LOT: 84     Estimate: £100 - £150 
Two late 19th century Horner's Clotted Cream ceramic pots, both with transfer printed
designs 12.5cm & 12cm high both with some wear AF (2)

LOT: 85     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Four 19th century and later ceramic two tone alcohol advertising bottles, of differing
sizes, the largest 40cm H AF (4)

LOT: 86     Estimate: £70 - £90 
An assorted collection of British transferware ceramics, comprising a blue and white
chinoiserie reticulated border plate, 19cm wide, a blue and white large tankard (badly
cracked) 12.5cm high, a blue and cream jug, 'Vaudrevange, Pt. 32' printed to the
underside, 12.5cm high, a Royal Doulton George V commemorative cup, 1902, 9.5cm
high, a modern Coalport Ironbridge pill box and a modern blue and white painted
octagonal plate signed and dated to the underside 21cm diameter AF (6)

LOT: 87     Estimate: £100 - £120 
Three modern glass Lalique glass fish, comprising turquoise, blue and opalescent
examples, all in boxes and approx. 4.5cm high (3)
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LOT: 88     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A Foley fine bone china black and white tea set, comprising a tea pot, sugar bowl, milk
jug and six cups and saucers, with marks to the undersides, some wear (15)

LOT: 89     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A collection of studio glass, including Medina, Exeter examples and a Caithness
paperweight, of differing sizes and styles (7)

LOT: 90     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A Royal Crown Derby twin handled vase, blue and white stripped design with heightened
gilt work, a central hand painted panel of a landscape, marked to the underside, 11.5cm
high

LOT: 91     Estimate: £40 - £60 
An assorted collection of ceramics, including two 20th century continental porcelain
figural candlesticks, 26.5cm high, Carn pottery, Royal Worcester bisque birds, two
Goebel figures, a Lladro girl and an piece of crested ware AF (qty)

LOT: 92     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A pair of Italian ceramic Cockatoo's, both on perches and 24cm high (2)

LOT: 93     Estimate: £70 - £90 
A collection of Noritake dressing table china items, green and white with heightened gilt,
comprising a pair of candlesticks, pots with covers and two jugs with covers (one AF),
with marks to the underside, together with a silver topped glass jar and circular glass
dish with 'R.R.' monogram, 19cm diameter (10)

LOT: 94     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A Scandinavian cut glass vase, with foliate decoration, 13cm high

LOT: 95     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A Lladro ceramic figure of a clown, lying down with a balloon by its foot, marked to the
underside, 38cm diameter
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LOT: 96     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A Herend porcelain tea service for two, white ground with red floral design with
heightened gilt, marked to the undersides, together with three small Herend marked
rabbits (11)

LOT: 97     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A Kyd ceramic cat band, playing a variety of instruments, all approx. 4.5cm high (6)

LOT: 98     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A late 18th century Worcester pearlware globular teapot, hand painted with red and blue
floral decoration, the cover with a painted flower finial, with possible restoration, 14.5cm
high

LOT: 99     Estimate: £80 - £120 
Two ceramic teapots, comprising a Copeland China Imari pattern example, 14cm high
and a Herend porcelain example, with floral and heightened gilt, the cover with a flower
finial 10cm high, together with an early Royal Worcester coffee pot and cover c.1875,
with transfer printed design, marked to the underside 16cm high (cracked rim), with a
milk jug in the same design c.1877, 9cm high AF (4)

LOT: 100     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A collection of five 19th century and later ceramic cups and saucers, comprising
examples, by Copeland, Coalport, Meissen, Royal Crown Derby, together with a
miniature Wedgwood tea set, wear commensurate with age and use AF (qty)

LOT: 101     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A collection of porcelain items, red and heightened gilt design with panels of transfer
printed panels, comprising a bowl 10cm H x 16.5cm diameter, two cups and saucers
and a twin handled plate 27cm diameter, with some wear, scratches and marks, AF (6)

LOT: 102     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A Sitzendorf porcelain monkey band, all playing a variety of instruments, on scrolling
bases with heightened gilt work, each marked to the underside of the bases (11)

LOT: 103     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A continental porcelain cherub band, all playing a variety of instruments, the tallest 8cm
high, with printed marks to the underside of the bases, together with two figurines of
Napoleon and Giuseppina, both approx. 18.5cm high (11)

LOT: 104     Estimate: £200 - £300 
A white metal and Murano glass clown band, all with glass trousers, the band playing a
variety of instruments and in differing posses, three with shoes that are loose and
including a painting with easel, all pieces marked Angini, AF, all approx. 9.5cm high (11)
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LOT: 105     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A damaged Victorian glass epergne, opalescent and clear glass base with green glass
shaped rim, a central trumpet with trailing decoration, two smaller trumpets (one AF),
two further trumpets hanging from spiral stems, all with the same trailing decoration,
AF, total height 56cm

LOT: 106     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A Collingwood porcelain part tea service, white ground with black and colourful floral swag
decoration, comprising, eight cups (one cracked AF), ten saucers, ten side plates, a
milk jug and large sugar bowl, all with marks to the underside AF (qty)

LOT: 107     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Mike Dodd (British b. 1943), A studio pottery stoneware baluster vase, with iron glaze,
impressed makers mark to the underside 23cm high

LOT: 108     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Mike Dodd (British b. 1943), A studio pottery stoneware vase, with iron glaze,
impressed makers mark to the base rim (indistinct), 23cm high

LOT: 109     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Mike Dodd (British b. 1943), two studio pottery earthenware plates, with green brown
treacle glazes, differing designs, both with impressed makers marks to the undersides
and both 20cm in diameter (2)

LOT: 110     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Mike Dodd (British b. 1943), three pieces of studio pottery comprising an earthenware
green treacle glazed teapot and cover, impressed makers mark to the underside, 20cm
high, together with two smaller vessels (3)

LOT: 111     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Dylan Bowen (British b. 1967), an earthenware slipware studio pottery vase, elongated
stylised form, hand signed in pen to the underside, 40cm high

LOT: 112     Estimate: £80 - £120 
Dylan Bowen (British b. 1967), an earthenware slipware studio pottery twin handled
vase, stylised handles, hand signed in pen to the underside, 24cm high
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LOT: 113     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Dylan Bowen (British b. 1967), an earthenware slipware studio pottery twin handled
vase, stylised handles, hand signed in pen to the underside, 19cm high

LOT: 114     Estimate: £200 - £300 
Dylan Bowen (British b. 1967), a large earthenware slipware studio pottery vase,
elongated form, hand signed in pen to the underside, 51cm high

LOT: 115     Estimate: £200 - £300 
Dylan Bowen (British b. 1967), a large earthenware slipware studio pottery vase,
stylised form, hand signed in pen to the underside, 43cm high

LOT: 116     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A large collection of assorted ceramics, including studio pottery, Poole Pottery plate,
Norga Horezu shallow bowl, Royal Copenhagen mouse figurine, a mug signed 'Styles
Ward', two small pieces of Sark stoneware pottery, and others, of varying designs,
styles and shapes (13)

LOT: 117     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A collection of Dresden porcelain tea wares, some marked 'Dresden' and others 'B. G.'
floral design with heightened gilt work, including a large tray, cups and saucers, tea pit,
sugar bowl with cover, milk jug, etc, together with a Royal Crown Devon bowl with a
similar design (qty)

LOT: 118     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A majolica ceramic blackamoor covered vessel, the cover with a figurine of a black boy,
28cm high, together with a broken figural group, depicting African figures AF (2)

LOT: 119     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A pair of 19th century Staffordshire Swan inkwell, hand painted design, both approx.
8.5cm high AF (2)

LOT: 120     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Lladro ceramic figural group, of three elephants, on a naturalistic base, marked to the
underside, tusks AF, the base 41cm wide
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LOT: 121     Estimate: £50 - £80 
An assorted collection of ceramics, comprising a porcelain three piece tea set, green
and white glaze with heightened gilt design, the teapot 22cm high, a porcelain jar and
cover with Sevres style mark to the underside 11cm high, a damaged Bloor of Derby
twin handled vase in the Imari style AF, two Dresden porcelain cups and saucers, a
miniature novelty Irish tea set, and two Paragon china cups, four sauces and a side
plate, some with wear and minor damage AF (17)

LOT: 122     Estimate: £20 - £30 
An assorted collection of mostly ceramics, including commemorative mugs, small pewter
tankards and stand, empty decanter, plates, etc AF (qty)

LOT: 123     Estimate: £60 - £80 
A painted porcelain plaque of a master of hounds and hounds, at Benham Valance by
repute, framed, mounted and glazed, frame size 41.5cm x 54.5cm

LOT: 124     Estimate: £300 - £500 
A Plaue Schierholz porcelain lamp, in a classical style, floral and heightened gilt
decoration, the column with four dancing figures, untested, with marks, 61cm high

LOT: 125     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A collection of glassware, comprising a pair of cranberry glass lustres, 21cm high, two
picnic bottles, the tops marked Drew & Sons, Piccadilly Circus, 26.5cm high six wine
glasses, two purple glass balls, and a glass top to an oil lamp AF (13)

LOT: 126     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A large blue and white transferware platter, willow pattern, 47cm wide, together with a
smaller transferware wall mounted plate, a small Hadleys jar and cover 8cm high
(damaged) and a French porcelain inkwell, in the form of an Islamic women, on a
circular base 17cm high AF (4)

LOT: 127     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Five pieces of Masons pottery, comprising three jugs of differing sizes and designs, all
marked to the undersides, the tallest with green dragon design 17cm high, together with
two twin handled square platters, 23.5cm wide, and a Tunstall china oval transferware
platter, chinoiserie multi coloured design, marked to the underside 42cm wide AF (6)

LOT: 128     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Two 19th century Staffordshire sheep spill holders, both AF, 13.5cm high, together with
two porcelain yellow bird figurines, on scrolling bases with heightened gilt, gold anchors to
both, possibly Sampson, 11cm high AF (4)
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LOT: 129     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A Shelley part tea service, orange and floral design, all marked to the undersides,
comprising ten tea cups and saucers, ten side plates, two square serving plates, a milk
jug and sugar bowl, some with minor damage AF (34)

LOT: 130     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A large Capodimonte porcelain figural group, titled The Cheats, depicting four children
playing cards, on a wooden base, makers mark, with certificate of authenticity, 44cm
wide

LOT: 131     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Two 20th century Chinese ceramic buddha's, one blue and white, the other coloured
with climbing children, cracked on the underside AF both approx. 21cm high (2)

LOT: 132     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A damaged 20th century Jadeite jade figure of a bird, with its wooden stand, together
with two early 20th century Chinese panels, both measuring, AF 48cm x 17cm

LOT: 133     Estimate: £60 - £100 
An early 20th century Chinese ceramic famille rose palette charger, central panel
depicting a Chinese royalty, the underside with painted flowers on a white ground and
pseudo Qianlong red mark, 45.5cm wide

LOT: 134     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A Chinese watercolour painting on silk, depicting women waiting on a reclining man, with
a signature in Chinese to the right side and a red seal beneath, framed, glazed and
mounted, frame size 119cm x 81.5cm

LOT: 135     Estimate: £250 - £350 

YOSHIDA TOSHI ???? (Japan, 1911-1995), Birds of the four seasons, woodblock
prints, made for the Franklin mint, each framed and with their certificates of
authenticity, signed in pencil to the bottom right frame sizes 68cm x 47cm (4)

LOT: 136     Estimate: £200 - £300 
A Chinese/far eastern travel chest, hard wood with cast metal mounts, padlock and key
present for the hinged front, a circular brass flower cartouche, enclosing a fitted interior
comprising two long drawers above three short drawers, two with locks, the top with a
carrying handle, some banding loose, parts in worn condition AF, 43cm H x 38.5cm W x
47cm D
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LOT: 137     Estimate: £200 - £300 
A Chinese blue and white porcelain ink pot and cover, the cover with a five clawed
dragon 11cm diameter, on a ebonised hardwood base, total height including base 8cm

LOT: 138     Estimate: £80 - £100 
A pair of early 20th century cherry amber temple dogs, 8.5cm & 9cm in length,
together with an amber fly 11cm in length (3)

LOT: 139     Estimate: £200 - £300 
A turn of the century Chinese porcelain blue and white vase, depicting mythical horse
like creatures, four character mark to the underside, 29cm high AF

LOT: 140     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A collection of Japanese ceramics, comprising a twin handled vase, black ground with
heightened gilt (worn), two panels depicting women in traditional dress, a mark to the
underside 18cm high, a vase with stand depicting soldiers fighting, four character mark
to the underside total height 19cm, a red and gilt bottle vase, depicting figures in a
landscape, marked to the underside 17cm high, and three items of satsuma wear, one
larger twin handled vase 17.5cm high and two small urns, both 8.5cm high, with wear,
crazing and some minor damage AF (6)

LOT: 141     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A collection of Chinese Imari pattern ceramics, comprising a large charger with scalloped
rim, 47cm diameter, a baluster jar and cover, the cover with a dog finial, cracks to the
rim of the jar, total height 47cm and a pair of vases, both with some wear 30cm high
AF (4)

LOT: 142     Estimate: £200 - £300 
A pair of Chinese blue and white vases and covers, chrysanthemum decoration with
panels of people, both covers with dog finials, some damage, both with four character
marks to the underside, 33cm high, together with a damaged blue and white vase,
converted to a lamp 36cm high, and a small wooden carved figure of a buddha AF (4)

LOT: 143     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A 20th century Chinese watercolour, depicting a reclining man, Chinese characters and
character marks to the left and right, framed with a silk mount and glazed, frame size
50cm x 60.5cm

LOT: 144     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A 20th century Chinese watercolour, depicting a reclining man, Chinese characters and
character marks to the left and right, framed , mounted and glazed, frame size 57.5cm
x 66.5cm
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LOT: 145     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A 20th century Chinese watercolour, depicting a lady by leaves, Chinese characters and
character marks to the left and right, framed with a silk mount and glazed, frame size
50.5cm x 60.5cm

LOT: 146     Estimate: £80 - £120 
20th century school, a far eastern work on silk, of a lady kneeling in front of a man on a
cart, signed bottom right 'Tang', framed, glazed and mounted, frame size 74.5cm x
59.5cm

LOT: 147     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A large collection of far eastern framed silks, the frames of differing sizes, the silks of
differing sizes and styles (9)

LOT: 148     Estimate: £50 - £100 
A small Chinese cast Bronze dragon, in a prone position, with what appears to be a flag
on its back, 11cm in length

LOT: 149     Estimate: £200 - £300 
A Japanese cloisonne and silver vase, silver collar and base, the decoration depicting
birds in natural surroundings, with some damage, 19cm high AF

LOT: 150     Estimate: £50 - £100 
A framed work depicting Indian Deities, gouache on paper, framed mounted and
glazed, 74cm x 51cm

LOT: 151     Estimate: £50 - £100 
Four Chinese scrolls, three with floral painted design, one with an old man, of differing
sizes and condition, the largest 190cm total length AF (4)
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LOT: 152     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A collection of Chinese and Japanese ceramic items, comprising a vase with a blue glaze
and panels with floral decoration, four character mark to the underside, cracked and
repaired 31cm high, a large bottle neck vase, yellow and green ground with birds in
natural surroundings, badly cracked and repaired, four character mark to the underside,
29cm high, a small 18th century tea bowl, with floral decoration from the Christie's
Nanking Cargo sale, lot no. 5548, sticker to the underside, cracked and repaired, a small
blue and white vase, floral decoration, with a raised mythical beast around the neck
9.5cm high, a small dish with floral decoration, 13cm diameter, a Japanese satsuma
style plate, red rim with heightened gilt centre, with a six character mark to the
underside, a blue and white plate, the centre with a tree and a large Chinese octagonal
plate, red and green border with a blue and white centre, fits on a hardwood stand,
29.5cm diameter the majority with damage AF (8)

LOT: 153     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A 20th century ceramic camel, probably from the middle east, with some wear 31cm H
x 38cm W

LOT: 154     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A 20th century Chinese cloisonne ginger jar and cover, c.1930's, blue ground with
butterfly and floral decoration, metal rim and base, some wear 19cm high

LOT: 155     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A Chinese snuff bottle, crystal or glass body, with floral hardstone decoration, stopper
present, possible collection label on the underside of the base, some wear 8cm high AF

LOT: 156     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A collection of Chinese and Japanese ceramic items, comprising a charger with wall
mounted bracket, depicting birds and trees, impressed character mark to the underside,
38cm diameter, an Imari style large plate/charger with part worn mark to the underside
of the base 30cm diameter, a vase and cover 31cm high, a Japanese twin handled urn
(cover missing), red ground with heightened gilt, panels depicting birds and flowers,
raised on three scrolling supports, three character mark to the underside, 18cm high, a
blue and white plate, with a dog to the centre, three character mark to the underside,
large repaired crack, a plate with green and gilt scrolling decoration, five panels the
central one showing a Japanese mountain, character mark to the underside, 6.5cm
diameter, and a hardwood vase stand, the majority with condition issues AF (7)

LOT: 157     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A small collection of Chinese items, comprising a large bowl, a smaller bowl with stapled
repair, two small saucers 11.5cm diameter and a Jade bowl 12cm diameter AF (5)
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LOT: 158     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A Chinese ceramic twin handled tureen and cover, transferware design, the body
cracked and repaired, the handles in the form of animal heads, 22cm x 33cm AF

LOT: 159     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A Chinese baluster vase, black ground with white decoration and heightened gilt, with a
six character mark to the underside, chip to the base, 38cm high

LOT: 160     Estimate: £100 - £150 
A large Chinese ceramic fish bowl, the exterior with a yellow ground and foliate scrolling
blue decoration, the inside decoration with fish, red character mark to the underside
(faded) damaged and cracked AF 33cm H x 42cm W

LOT: 161     Estimate: £300 - £500 
A Japanese Meiji period impressive wood and lacquer storage box, possibly for a robe,
raised centre on the lid depicting people attending court, with a tree filled background,
floral decoration and figures in natural surroundings to the sides and remainder, some
areas of loss, the underside of the lid with a circular vignette of people in a homely
setting with trees to the background, damage to the lacquer, grain cracks through the
lid and underside and further wear and minor damage AF 10cm H x 56cm W x 56cm D

LOT: 162     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Japanese graduated wooden dolls, all hand painted, the largest 13cm high, six in total

LOT: 163     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A Japanese late Meiji period shagreen cigar case, with gilt metal decoration, damaged,
13cm x 7.5cm

LOT: 164     Estimate: £400 - £600 
A Chinese Jadeite Jade bangle, with G.C.S. stating there is no indications of
impregnation, 9cm diameter, weight 79.9g.

LOT: 165     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Two framed Asian silks, differing sized frames, frame sizes 68cm x 26.5cm and 64.5cm
x 28cm, together with a metal bird cage, blue with chinoiserie gilt design, total height
65cm AF (3)
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LOT: 166     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A collection of Middle Eastern/Indian brass and copper wares, including two large
chargers, one 38cm wide, an assortment of vessels, and white metal and plate items
AF (10)

LOT: 167     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A Middle Eastern/Indian wooden window and frame, three metal bars to the front,
decoratively carved, wear and some minor damage commensurate with age and use
AF, 75cm x 55cm

LOT: 168     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A wooden hand painted Sino-Tibetan four armed deity, the paint with wear, AF, 30.5cm
high

LOT: 169     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Two Chinese carved hardstone figures, on purple stone bases, 30cm & 23.5cm high,
together with two cast metal figurines of Chinese workers (4)

LOT: 170     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A large Chinese blue and white ceramic charger, probably 19th century, cracked and
staple repaired, AF 55cm diameter

LOT: 171     Estimate: £80 - £120 
Two Chinese pottery tomb figures, man and a woman, some wear, on a later
hardwood base, both approx. 21cm high AF (2)

LOT: 172     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Two 19th century and later Chinese ceramic items, both with blue and white design, the
brush pot with a four character mark to the underside, the vase crazed and with
restoration AF, 14.5cm & 14cm high (2)

LOT: 173     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A South American Coquilla cup, with white metal mounts, indistinct mark to the
underside 8cm high
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LOT: 174     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A cased canteen of cutlery by Bradley of Nairobi, together with items of silver plate,
including a three piece tea set, cruets etc (qty)

LOT: 175     Estimate: £30 - £50 
An Albert 'Eagleman' Jeffray carved wooden lamp, with shade, turned oak column with
an eagle carved to the base, total height with shade 49cm

LOT: 176     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A collection of hardstone items, mostly ashtrays in a variety of materials, shapes and
sizes, together with a marble based ink well AF (qty)

LOT: 177     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A ream of Harris tweed, grey/blue ground, with labels, approx. 845 cm x 73cm

LOT: 178     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A collection of books, to include examples by Rudyard Kipling, Paul Gallico, The Water
babies by Charles Kingsley, The little Grey Goose by Felicite Lefevre with spelling
mistakes, a group of Private Press books, Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, etc AF (qty)

LOT: 179     Estimate: £50 - £80 
An art deco style desk tidy, bronze tiger on an oval onyx base, 25cm in length

LOT: 180     Estimate: £150 - £250 
An 18th century and later wooden foldable triptych, possibly from a coffer, the panels
depicting religious scenes of Christ, later connected together with hinges, one panel in
half AF, 48.5cm H x 86cm W (when fully opened)

LOT: 181     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Four novelty table match strikers, two in the form of top hats, one brass and one glass
4cm & 5.5cm high, together with two bisque examples, one a man the other a dog on
a unicycle 14.5cm & 9cm high AF (4)

LOT: 182     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A pair of Victorian hand painted papier Mache ladies facial hand-held fire screens, both
handles missing, bird and floral design with heightened gilt, shaped borders, AF both
21cm H x 24cm W (2)
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LOT: 183     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, Presented by Willy Pogany (George G. Harrap, London)
with coloured illustrations

LOT: 184     Estimate: £80 - £120 
After R. Aurili, a resin bust of a young girl, signed to the left arm and numbered 560 to
the reverse 55cm high

LOT: 185     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Mary F. Cox ARBS, SWA (British b. 1938), a bronze bust of Sir Oliver Popplewell, brown
patination on a square stone base, signed to the reverse, 48cm high *Artist Resale
Rights may apply to the lot

LOT: 186     Estimate: £40 - £60 
After Emile-Andre Boisseau (French 1842-1923), A bronzed bust of a lady, later
mounted onto a small square base, signed to the back, 37cm high

LOT: 187     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Two bronze medallions, the rectangular example of Rich Wagner, by F. Stiasny, 6.5cm
high, the other commemorating Beethoven, by Huguenin (2)

LOT: 188     Estimate: £150 - £250 
A late 19th century and later French red marble mantle clock garniture, the dial with
Arabic numerals, and floral decoration, the back of movement stamped for 'Medaille d
'argent and dated 1889 the pendulum and movement both numbered '2553' the clock
54cm high and the candelabra's 46cm high (3)

LOT: 189     Estimate: £60 - £100 
An Edwardian knife sharpener by Kent's, oak and cast iron, with instruction stickers,
50cm H x 49cm W

LOT: 190     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Robert 'Mouseman' Thompson ashtray, 10cm in length
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LOT: 191     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A Burr walnut and metal mounted mantel clock, the enamel dial with Roman numerals,
cracked and marked R.L. Christie, Bank St. Edinburgh, stamped to the reverse of the
movement, the pendulum present, the case with a finial, untested, with some damage
AF 33cm high

LOT: 192     Estimate: £50 - £100 
A millefiori paperweight, in a heart shape, together with a Pietra dura rectangular
paperweight, with flower decoration 12cm x 8cm AF (2)

LOT: 193     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A large 19th century mahogany and brass bound campaign storage box, inset brass
side handles, the lid with a brass escutcheon engraved 'Lady Catherine Jenkinson',
internally with no fitted interior, 17.5cm H x 43cm x 33.5cm AF

LOT: 194     Estimate: £40 - £60 
An antique brass trivet stand, 15cm high x 29cm wide, together with a Victorian fire
guard, 61cm H x 60cm W AF (2)

LOT: 195     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Three pieces of antique luggage, comprising two velum suitcases, the largest 70cm
wide, the other a J.L. monogram to the lid, together with a small leather case by
Finnigans, a metal oval inscribed J.L. Garratt, Stapleton House, Frodsham AF (3)

LOT: 196     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A 19th century rosewood tantalus decanter box, lift open top with a lion ring handle, two
side handles in the form of lions, some wear and minor damage, the interior unfitted,
44cm H x 40.5cm W AF

LOT: 197     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Two antique mirrors, comprising a Chinoiserie shaped example, blue and gilt painted
52cm high, together with a smaller gesso example, 47cm high AF (2)

LOT: 198     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A collection of books, comprising Peter Pan in Kensington Gardens by J.M. Barrie, with
illustrations by Arthur Rackham, The complete Works of Shakespeare, The Tale of
Lohengrin by T.W. Rolleston, presented by Willy Pogany of C.Y. Crowell & Co. of New
York, with illustrations throughout and L'Imagerie Parisienne AF (4)
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LOT: 199     Estimate: £50 - £100 
A large collection of 19th century and later lace, of differing sizes and designs, please
note viewing of this lot is recommended AF (qty)

LOT: 200     Estimate: £50 - £100 
A Regency wooden tea caddy, with painted decoration, the cover with a handle and
scalloped decoration, each side with a profile portrait, on the left side one
monogrammed M.T.G., each side with a floral border, internally a lid enclosing the
storage compartment, worn condition with some damage 11cm H x 12cm W x 10cm D
AF

LOT: 201     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A collection of books, comprising Shakespeare (WILLIAM) A collection of Works Vol. V &
VII (1752): Lord Byron, Vol. 17 compiled by Thomas Moore (1888): Scott (SIR
WALTER) Ivanhoe, Saucy Jack (1862); Waverley Novels Volume 47 - Castle Dangerous
and Count Robert: Tom Brown's School days, by 'An Old Boy (1858) AF (6)

LOT: 202     Estimate: £80 - £120 
Walton (IZAAK), The lives of Dr. John Donne, Sir Henry Wotton, Mr. Richard Hooker,
Mr. George Herbert and Dr. Robert Sanderson (1832), the inside cover with a
Handwritten note and signed Wordsworth AF - As per our Terms and Conditions and
with particular reference to autograph material or works, it is imperative that potential
buyers or their agents have inspected pieces that interest them to ensure satisfaction
with the lot prior to auction; the purchase will be made at their own risk. Special Auction
Services will give indications of provenance where stated by vendors. Subject to our
normal terms and conditions, we cannot accept returns

LOT: 203     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Two silver plated trays, both with carrying handles, the oval example raised on four
feet, 56cm & 57cm in length (2)

LOT: 204     Estimate: £50 - £80 
An antique wooden wall mounted salt box, lift open top, 46.5cm H x 27cm W AF

LOT: 205     Estimate: £120 - £180 
A collection of silver and silver plate, comprising a pair of silver sauce boats and ladles,
hallmarked Birmingham 1933, the spoons Sheffield 1918, a pair of Reed & Barton
signed 'Sterling' dishes, a played scalloped dish and a white metal topped glass perfume
bottle, silver weight 11.63 ozt. (8)

LOT: 206     Estimate: £50 - £100 
A large collection of silver plate, including cutlery, assorted tableware's, large bonbon
dish, cased spoons, etc (qty)
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LOT: 207     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A collection of silver and glass items, comprising five perfume bottles, one with a silver
and blue enamel cap, another cranberry glass, all collars and caps hallmarked, together
with a silver cased cheroot (6)

LOT: 208     Estimate: £150 - £200 
A 19th century olivewood and stoneware inkwell, two removable stoneware inkwells with
a central smaller one, lift open leather top, 25cm W x 22cm D

LOT: 209     Estimate: £50 - £100 
Assorted works of art, comprising a 'Victory' 1930's Royal puzzle, a set of brass cased
scales, a wooden mantle clock, a hallmarked silver mounted pipe, a mahogany cased
travel chess set, and a brass match holder surmounted with a monogrammed seal AF
(6)

LOT: 210     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A Sorrento puzzle box, the lid with inlay of flowers and a man on a donkey in a
rectangular ebonised panel, 'Sorrento' the rim, the front of the box in the form of book
bindings, 11.5cm H x 23.5cm W x 12cm D

LOT: 211     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A collection of Victorian and later horse brasses, some of leather harnesses, to include
some Queen Victoria examples, AF (qty)

LOT: 212     Estimate: £30 - £50 
An assorted collection of works of art, including coins, a collection of assortment boxes,
some ceramic other brass, compact etc AF (qty)

LOT: 213     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A 20th century cast metal sculpture of a semi nude lady, hand painted, with some
minor wear 57cm in length

LOT: 214     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A large twin handled copper cooking pot, 27cm x 43cm, together with a brass handled
copper kettle, 34cm high (2)

LOT: 215     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A 1920's silver and blue enamel dressing table set, comprising two large and two small
brushes, a mirror and cut glass based jar, all hallmarked, Bham 1928, some wear etc
AF (6)
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LOT: 216     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Three 19th century and later silver pocket watches, two continental and one English,
enamel dials with roman numerals and smaller secondary dials, all hallmarked, one
marked Omega, the dust cover engraved by a child, loose movement, all ticking, case
diameters two 4.75cm and 5cm AF (3)

LOT: 217     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A collection of works of art, comprising a pair of cased mother of pearl opera glasses, a
brass 'In, Out' desk sign, a tourist wooden page turned, with Jerusalem painted on, a
brass letter opener, a vintage whistle, a metal compass and magnifying glass, two
graduated cased 'Medicine Glasses', a silver plated machine turned pencil, a glass and
brass topped inkwell and a George V crown AF (qty)

LOT: 218     Estimate: £80 - £120 
Christopher Dresser (1834-1904) for Hukin & Heath, a silver plated basket, gilt interior,
with rattan handle (damaged, AF), Hukin & Heath mark to the underside and numbered
indistinctly, 19.5cm width

LOT: 219     Estimate: £60 - £80 
Two feather fans, one white the other black, the white example with mother of pearl
sticks, the black example with tortoise shell, both approx. 39cm, in a large J. Duvellroy
box AF (2)

LOT: 220     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A collection of fans, comprising four pierced wooden stick examples, of differing sizes,
some with damage, and a painted wood example, also with wear AF (5)

LOT: 221     Estimate: £100 - £150 
Four 19th century ad later bone sticked fans, of differing sizes and designs, a smaller
example with gilt work AF (4)

LOT: 222     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A collection of silver and silver plate, comprising a large plated twin handled tray, with a
central crest and monogram, 77cm wide, a silver footed bowl, hallmarked Bham 1906,
slightly misshapen, 18cm diameter, a weighted silver inkwell, hallmarked Bham, a
mother of pearl and silver bladed pocket knife, unfolded 9cm in length, a white metal
rococo capped perfume bottle, cranberry glass, 8.5cm high, a silver framed calendar
for 1981, with some wear AF (6)

LOT: 223     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A collection of fans, including fabric and silk leaf examples, one with horn sticks and
gilded leaves, of differing sizes and styles (12)
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LOT: 224     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A Diorling by Christian Dior faux velvet cape, label to the inside and numbered 12456

LOT: 225     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Three top hats and a bowler hat, on topper silk and boxed, by Lincoln Bennett & Co.,
inside measurement 6 1/4 inches, the others in worn condition, including two by Locke &
Co. AF (4)

LOT: 226     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A large antique copper washing bin, riveted design, wear and damage commensurate
with age and use, AF, 38cm H x 54cm W

LOT: 227     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A Victorian lead water pump, with a crest and 'Girdler' written below, wear and damage
commensurate with age and use AF, 90cm in length

LOT: 228     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Two antique terracotta chimney pots, of varying sizes, 78cm & 69cm high, with varying
degrees of wear and damage commensurate with age and use AF (2)

LOT: 229     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Two antique mother of pearl card cases, one with engraved floral design with green
shell, the other plainer with engraved floral design, both with some wear and light
damage commensurate with age and use, both approx. 10.5cm H x 7.75cm W

LOT: 230     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Two antique mother of pearl card cases, one with craved floral design, with a central
carved flower, the other plain, both with some light wear and damage commensurate
with age and use, both approx. 10.5cm H x 7.75cm W

LOT: 231     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A small collection of metal works of art, comprising a late 18th/ early 19th century metal
snuff box in the form of a shoe, 8cm in length, a copper miniature coal scuttle 9cm
high, a 19th century measuring beaker, a brass plaque with 'Gill' to the front, an antique
key and small white metal spoon AF (5)
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LOT: 232     Estimate: £30 - £50 
THOMSON (Mrs A.T.), Memoirs of the Duchess of Marlborough, Two Volumes, later
leather bindings with some wear and foxing AF (2)

LOT: 233     Estimate: £50 - £100 
A three decanter oak tantalus, white metal bound, key present, 30cm x 35cm

LOT: 234     Estimate: £40 - £60 
After Mene, a resin, silver coloured gun dog, on a wooden base, 19.5cm H x 24cm W

LOT: 235     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A 19th century papier mache mother of pearl inlaid ink stand, with heightened gilt
decoration, with glass ink wells, some wear and damage commensurate with age and
use, AF, 34cm W x 28cm D

LOT: 236     Estimate: £60 - £80 
A collection of silver and silver plate, comprising six '800' marked continental small
dishes, 9.5cm diameter, four W.M.F. small dishes all 9.5cm diameter, a silver dish,
hallmarked Chester 1922, a larger shaped dish, hallmarked '800', 18cm diameter and
three items of silver plate (qty)

LOT: 237     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Two brass art Nouveau style picture frames, each a 'Britannia' lady and oval frames,
16cm x 16cm (2)

LOT: 238     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A Black Anglepoise lamp, together with a 'retro' red telephone AF (2)

LOT: 239     Estimate: £50 - £100 
An art Nouveau silver plated tray, 30cm x 21cm, together with a Japanese spelter
circular box ad cover the cover with floral and bird decoration 15cm diameter (2)
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LOT: 240     Estimate: £300 - £500 
A 19th century Anglo-Indian mahogany and bone inlaid writing slope, by Edwards of
London, bone peony spray and lotus borders, lift open top, makers name on the
underside, the back edge with a lift open small top enclosing white metal topped glass
inkwells with a fitted central interior, 11.5cm H x 42cm W x 33cm D Provenance:
Purchased from Harrods Antique and Fine Furniture Department in 2002

LOT: 241     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Four gilt painted tin planters, two green and two brown, the larger circular examples
35.5cm diameter, together with a 19th century burr walnut tea caddy with string work,
the top enclosing two compartments, 12cm high (5)

LOT: 242     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A modern glass domed table lamp, art Nouveau style column, the glass dome with a
landscape design, 60cm high

LOT: 243     Estimate: £50 - £100 
An early 20th century brass carriage clock, enamel dial with roman numerals, total
height 12cm, with a fitted case and winder

LOT: 244     Estimate: £50 - £100 
A vintage cast metal water pump, in weathered condition, AF, total length 78cm

LOT: 245     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A late 18th century Swedish primitive wooden bowl, oval shape, part painted, with a
staple repair, 30cm wide Provenance: Purchased from Blanchard Collective in 2005

LOT: 246     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A collection of Bear works of art, comprising a small silvered bear holding a lantern and
staff 9.5cm high, two cast metal money boxes, 15cm high, a smaller cast metal bear,
a wooden bear and three movable bears (8)
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LOT: 247     Estimate: £80 - £100 
A black papier mache and mother of pearl inlaid sewing box, the exterior with gilt foliate
scrolling design, with a fitted interior, consisting of bobbins, needlework patterns,
buttons, etc, the box with wear and damage commensurate with age and use AF 12cm
H x 34cm W x 25cm D

LOT: 248     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A collection of works of art, comprising two novelty vesta cases, one a mouse the other
a violin case, together with two walnuts, brass boots, a 'John Peel' tape measure, a
shell trinket box a further box and a penny leather case AF (10)

LOT: 249     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A collection of works of art, comprising novelty boxes, enamel thimbles and ceramic
ones, an Indian triple key lock, other small trinket enamel boxes AF (qty)

LOT: 250     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Three novelty cast metal corkscrews, one a jockeys head, another a horse and a
cherub, together with a brass nut cracker, some wear to the decoration AF (4)

LOT: 251     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A collection of works of art, including silver plate napkin rings, a ships whistle, compass
Jerusalem tourist items, a modern Chinese scroll, etc AF (qty)

LOT: 252     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Four pieces of luggage, comprising a two antique leather cases, a canvas and leather
satchel, and a black leather doctors bag, with 'Cunard Line' sticker, 19cm x 35cm AF (4)

LOT: 253     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Three clocks, of differing styles, on a mahogany cased classical style mantle clock, the
dial with Arabic numerals, 24.5cm high, a Wellgain battery movement clock 15,5cm high
and a cast metal example, with cherubs surrounding the dial, 23.5cm high, all untested
AF (3)

LOT: 254     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A 19th century burr walnut cased mantel clock, retailed by Camerer Russ & Co, 522
Oxford Street, London, the dial with Roman numerals, the case with brass inlay, later
battery powered movement, the back of the case with makers label 29cm H x 22cm W
x 11.5cm D
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LOT: 255     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Three domed wooden cased mantle clocks, all dials with Roman numerals, the larger
two with original movements, all untested, the largest 26cm high AF (3)

LOT: 256     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A Smith 8-day circular wall clock, the dial with Roman numerals, wooden case, untested
AF 37cm x 37cm

LOT: 257     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Of local interest, an American mahogany cased clock, the dial with Roman numerals and
hand painted floral design, above a glass panel depicting the New College, Sandhurst,
AF 66cm x 39cm

LOT: 258     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A 19th century wall clock, the dial with Roman numerals, retailed by Rombach Bro's of
Old Kent Road, brass and mother of pearl inlaid mahogany case, untested some wear
and damage AF 43cm high

LOT: 259     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A late 19th/early 20th century gothic style wall clock, the dial with Roman numerals,
string inlay to the mahogany case, ebonised turned columns, un tested AF 84cm high

LOT: 260     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A Shisha pipe with glass base, painted birds and flowers, with mother or pearl inlay
(some missing) and metal top AF 84cm high

LOT: 261     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A pair of brass coffee table bases, of sheep's head and curled horns, the glass top
missing, some minor wear and patination, 42.5cm H x 51cm W (2)
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LOT: 262     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A copper Tung Woo of Hong Kong starboard ships lantern, brass plaques with makers
name, the top with a handle, blue glass, 60cm high

LOT: 263     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A limited edition Govinder Nazran cat lover sculpture, no. 371/695, a chipped ear,
impressed marks to the backs, in original packaging AF, 24cm high

LOT: 264     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Doug Hyde (British b. 1972) for DeMontfort Fine Art, Its Good to be Bad' a cold cast
porcelain Sculpture, smoke damaged, with box, packaging and certificate of authenticity,
AF, 23cm high

LOT: 265     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A collection of 19th century and later lace, of differing designs, sizes and condition, AF
(qty)

LOT: 266     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A 19th century hand painted papier mache shaped plate with handle, floral design with
heightened gilt, 23cm diameter, together with a ceramic and brass trinket box, with
painted figures and heightened gilt work 8cm wide and a small cranberry glass footed
bowl, with floral scrolling gilt work 8cm wide (3)

LOT: 267     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A large collection of bears and TY toys, some in worn condition, we recommend viewing
this lot in person AF (qty, (two boxes)

LOT: 268     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A copper Meteorite Anchor ships lamp, handles mounted and surmounted, makers
name and numbers of brass plaques, height excluding handles 51cm AF

LOT: 269     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Of mining interest, a brass Ceag Inspection lamp, no. 34, 22.5cm high

LOT: 270     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A large brass bucket, 31cm high, together with a brass jug and cover vessel (3)
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LOT: 271     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A copper handled coal scuttle, 46cm high, together with fireside items, and an electric
copper kettle AF (5)

LOT: 272     Estimate: £40 - £60 
An assorted collection of brass and copper items, comprising a large twin handled
preserve pan, 49cm wide, a brass car horn, two gas lamps, a planter, Smiths clock,
jelly mould and others AF (qty)

LOT: 273     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A brass cherubs ships log rotator, with rope and connector, impressed with 'Cherub' and
anchor, and the makers name T. Walker & Son., Birmingham, total length 104cm

LOT: 274     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A collection of modern tribal items, the vast majority hardwood, including masks and
sculptures one broken, others with some wear AF (qty)

LOT: 275     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A modern Kukri knife, together with a decorative collection of knives, the stand in the
form of a bird, 33.5cm high, some damage, and another knife AF (3)

LOT: 276     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A collection of works of art, including a brass possibly French page turner, 26cm in
length, a brass inkwell, a silver plate Army and Navy Trophy dated 1904, a brass bell,
etc AF (qty)

LOT: 277     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A 19th century mahogany brass bound writing slope, enclosing a velvet writing slope,
and fitted interior AF, 15.5cm H x 40cm W, together with a pierced wooden storage
box, dear and foliate decoration (currently locked with no key) 9.5cm H x 28cm W AF
(2)

LOT: 278     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Two 19th century and later boxes, one a jewellery box with contents, the other with
mother of pearl inlay, inside a large collection of private photographs, box size 11cm x
29cm AF (2)
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LOT: 279     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A 19th century coromandel wood veneered decanter box, campaign style, the lid with a
recessed brass carrying handle, enclosing two glass decanters (one AF), the lock
marked 'Bramar Patent London, some veneer loose externally 23cm H x 25cm W

LOT: 280     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Two mahogany and brass bound storage boxes, both with brass handles and fitted
interiors, one damaged, one box raised on a carved base AF, the largest 20cm x
36.5cm (2)

LOT: 281     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A collection of mostly modern Far Eastern items, including tourist pieces, a coin in a
white metal tray, candlestick, lacquer box, etc AF (qty)

LOT: 282     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A large collection of assorted works of art, including crested ware, new hardstone desk
items, a carved horn bowl, assorted used lighters, masonic items, glasses, etc AF (qty)

LOT: 283     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Brass and copper measuring containers, comprising a set of four brass handled
measuring vessels, by The Oriental Metal Pressing works, Bombay, the largest 33cm,
seven copper and brass bound measuring beakers, the largest 14.5cm high, together
with an Army and Navy covered baluster jug AF (12)

LOT: 284     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Four walking sticks, of a different styles and sizes, the largest 92cm in length, together
with two ladies umbrellas AF (6)

LOT: 285     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A brass and glass art Nouveau style fire guard, the top rail with finials, astragal glazed,
raised on four feet, some wear and patination to the frame, 81cm high

LOT: 286     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A leather bound writing slope, by Marcus Ward & Co. the top with a recessed brass
carry handle, fitted interior with leather slope, with key, the exterior worn commensurate
with age and use, 16cm H x 31cm W, together with an earlier mahogany writing slope,
in need of restoration AF (2)
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LOT: 287     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A 19th century Metronome de Maelzel, of London, mahogany case, appears to work,
brass name plate to the front, raised on brass feet, 23cm high

LOT: 288     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Three wooden cased mantel clocks, two 'Napoleon Hat style', all untested the tallest,
33cm high AF (3)

LOT: 289     Estimate: £30 - £50 
An Ansonia Clock Company American copper and brass circular clock, raised on two feet
with a carrying handle, untested, 28cm high

LOT: 290     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A large collection of brass and copper wares, including a coal scuttle, teapots, kettle, a
planter, measuring jugs, etc AF (qty)

LOT: 291     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A collection of silver plate, including a three branch candelabra, footed bowls, cutlery,
etc AF (qty)

LOT: 292     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A collection of works of art, comprising a turned 19th century wooden truncheon, 49cm
in length, a small brass vesta case in the form of a pig, a papier mache chinoiserie
trinket box 9cm wide, and others AF (qty)

LOT: 293     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A silver plated twin handled wine cooler, by italesse, of Italy, with Ferrari in gold on both
sides, patination and wear AF 19cm high

LOT: 294     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A WMF silver plated twin handled table centre-piece, art Nouveau design, with a later
glass insert, impressed marks to the underside 33.5cm wide

LOT: 295     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A wooden canteen of cutlery, for six, together with a tea pot and coffee pot by Piquet
ware (3)
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LOT: 296     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A decorative silver plated centre-piece, a sheep and lamb to the naturalistic base, the
column in the form of an acorn tree, supporting a glass bowl, total height 38cm

LOT: 297     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A collection of vintage textiles and clothing, including lace, shawls, dresses, shirts, etc,
viewing is recommended and is strictly sold as seen, AF (qty)

LOT: 298     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A collection of vintage textiles and clothing, including lace, shawls, dresses, shirts, etc,
viewing is recommended and is strictly sold as seen, AF (qty)

LOT: 299     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A collection of vintage textiles and clothing, including an opera hat, velvet coat, a variety
of ladies outfits, etc, viewing is recommended and is strictly sold as seen, AF (qty)

LOT: 300     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A collection of vintage textiles and clothing, including shirts, lace, gloves, etc, viewing is
recommended and is strictly sold as seen, AF (qty)

LOT: 301     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A collection of vintage clothing accessories, including hats, gloves, handbags, etc,
viewing is recommended and is strictly sold as seen, AF (qty)

LOT: 302     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A collection of vintage fur clothing items, a variety of styles and furs, viewing is
recommended and is strictly sold as seen, AF (qty)

LOT: 303     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A collection of lace and other vintage clothing accessories, including beads, gilt lace,
hand carved bracelets and necklaces, etc, viewing is recommended and is strictly sold
as seen, AF (qty)
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LOT: 304     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A large collection of silver plate and stainless steel cutlery, including a cased set for six,
a cased set of fish knives and forks, an assortment of table items, including corkscrews,
etc AF (qty)

LOT: 305     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A collection of vintage Vogue magazines, from 1959 and 1960, varying condition, AF
(10)

LOT: 306     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A collection of vintage Vogue magazines, from 1961 and 1962, varying condition, AF,
(14)

LOT: 307     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A collection of vintage Vogue magazines, from 1963 and 1964, varying conditions, one
with the cover ripped, AF (16)

LOT: 308     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A collection of vintage Vogue magazines, from 1963, 1965, 1967, 1968 and 1969,
varying conditions, AF (17)

LOT: 309     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A large Paisley textile, with a white sheet to the underside, frayed edges, 161cm x
336cm

LOT: 310     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Charles H Lewis (British 20th century), ships at sea, watercolour on paper, signed
bottom right, a self portrait of the artist to the verso and dated 1929, framed and
glazed frame size 27cm x 23cm

LOT: 311     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A still life oil on canvas, indistinctly signed to the bottom left, in a gilt frame, frame size
80cm x 105cm
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LOT: 312     Estimate: £200 - £300 
19th century school, A portrait of a boy, oil on panel, with some wear, unframed, 21cm
x 17.5cm

LOT: 313     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Albert Gordon Thomas RSW (Scottish 1893-1970), Loch Lomond from Cartochan,
gouache on paper, signed bottom right, framed and glazed, frame size 75.5cm x 87cm

LOT: 314     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Nora Pennett (British), Chinese market, watercolour on paper, signed bottom right,
framed, glazed and mounted, frame size 55.5cm x 65.5cm

LOT: 315     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Vernon Ward (British, 1905-1985), a fishing village, watercolour on paper, signed
towards the bottom left, framed mounted and glazed, frame size 51cm x 60cm

LOT: 316     Estimate: £60 - £100 
20th century oil on board, portrait of a man, signed Milovan to the bottom left, framed,
frame size 98cm x 83cm

LOT: 317     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Keith Michell (Australian 1926-2015), Ann Boleyn, mixed media on board, signed Michell
top left, with a John Whibley label to the verso dated 1972, framed, frame size 80cm x
64.5cm

LOT: 318     Estimate: £40 - £60 
19th century English School, two watercolour portraits, one of a lady, the other a
mother and child, both in damaged gilt frames 39cm x 32.5cm & 32cm x 29cm AF (2)
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LOT: 319     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Anthony Hobson, still life, oil on board, signed in red 'Hobson' to the bottom right, in
worn condition, framed, frame size 48cm x 37cm

LOT: 320     Estimate: £50 - £80 
John L. Briggs, A set of eight prints of Hong Kong landmarks, comprising The Supreme
Court Building, House at Garden Terrace, Murray Building, The 'Pen', Buildings at 50
Bonham Road, The Post Office Building, Buildings on Brompton Path & St. Stephens
Walk and Rosary Church, Chatham Road, all signed in Pencil to the bottom right and
dated '74, in a clip frame, frame size 37cm x 47cm (8)

LOT: 321     Estimate: £80 - £120 
Robert Thorne Waite RWS (1842-1935), The River Arun, Pulborough in the Distance,
watercolour on paper, signed bottom left, in a later frame, glazed, frame size 61cm x
92cm

LOT: 322     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Contemporary mixed media on board, signed indistinctly to the bottom right, in wooden
frame (warped) 52cm x 77.5cm

LOT: 323     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A pair of oil on board portraits, a husband and wife, the sitters written on the verso, the
man James Todd of Castlemaine, the lady indistinct, framers labels to the verso, both
in black and guilt square frames, both frame sizes 37.5cm x 33.5cm (2)

LOT: 324     Estimate: £100 - £200 
Gordon Davies (British 1926-2007), Le Maison de L'Europe, 35 Rue des Francs
Bourgeois, oil on board, signed and dated '75 to the bottom right, frame size 28cm x
35cm *Artist Resale Rights may apply to this lot

LOT: 325     Estimate: £100 - £200 
Gordon Davies (British 1926-2007), Barn at Barga, oil on board, signed bottom right,
framed, frame size 35.5cm x 40.5cm *Artist Resale Rights may apply to this lot
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LOT: 326     Estimate: £60 - £100 
20th century British school, a countryside landscape with two figures, oil on board,
signed M.C.S., potentially by Moira Chetham-Strode, framed, frame size 55cm x 65cm

LOT: 327     Estimate: £60 - £100 

20th century British school, Kit Kat Café, Camber, oil on board, signed M.C.S. gallery
note to the verso attributing the work to Moira Chetham-Strode, framed, frame size
42.5cm x 58cm

LOT: 328     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Contemporary oil on board, abstract with a central seated figure, unframed, some wear
to the edges, 61.5cm x 71cm

LOT: 329     Estimate: £200 - £300 
19th century school, a mountainous landscape, oil on board, glazed and in a maple
frame, 44.5cm x 58cm

LOT: 330     Estimate: £30 - £50 
E. Hill (British?), Stiff Breeze at Dumfries, limited edition woodblock print, no. 3/30,
signed bottom right in pencil, framed, mounted and glazed, frame size 40.5cm x 57cm

LOT: 331     Estimate: £50 - £80 
John Sergeant (British 20th century), figures talking in a square, watercolour on paper,
signed and dated 1974 to the bottom left, framed, glazed and mounted, frame size
30cm x 32cm

LOT: 332     Estimate: £40 - £60 
John Sergeant (British 20th century), a pair of birds on stands, watercolour on paper,
signed top left, framed and mounted, frame size 31cm x 40.5cm
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LOT: 333     Estimate: £40 - £60 
John Sergeant (British 20th century), An illustration from the Diary of Fanny Burney,
pen on paper, signed bottom left, in a mount, the verso attributing the work with a
Christmas message, work size 23cm x 17cm

LOT: 334     Estimate: £100 - £200 
19th century English School, a city street scene, watercolour on paper, signed bottom
left T.M. Richardson (Thomas Miles Richardson), framed, glazed and mounted, frame
size 31cm x 37cm

LOT: 335     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Three oil on boards, comprising one of flowers by the sea by Gillam and dated '86,
frame size 28cm x 33cm, and two works signed C.S. the smaller of a windmill, frame
size 24cm x 28.5cm, the larger of a cottage, frame size 30cm x 35cm (3)

LOT: 336     Estimate: £60 - £100 
After Sir Edwin Landseer, King Charles Spaniels ('The Cavalier's Pets'), watercolour, with
a 'CH' monogram to the bottom right, framed and glazed, work size 7.5cm x 12.5cm

LOT: 337     Estimate: £50 - £80 
19th century school, a portrait of a young girl, pencil and watercolour in a gilt frame,
frame size 25cm x 22.5cm, together with a portrait of two young girls, pencil, frame
size 21.5cm x 24.5cm (2)

LOT: 338     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Two wood block engraving of London locations, one of St Martin in the Fields, signed in
pencil to the lower edge, 'No. 8' and signed indistinctly, in a gilt frame 21.5cm x 16.5cm
and St Pauls, unsigned framed, glazed and mounted, frame size 23.5cm x 17.5cm (2)

LOT: 339     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Oil on panel, of a boxer with clipped ears, monogrammed to the bottom right S.G.,
unframed, 22cm x 15.5cm
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LOT: 340     Estimate: £30 - £50 
20th century school, a Mediterranean scene, watercolour on paper, unsigned, framed,
mounted and glazed, the verso with a Barton & Long trade label, frame size 35.5cm x
46.5cm

LOT: 341     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Watercolour, The strawberry Maid, mounted, framed and glazed, the verso with a
Barton & Long trade label, frame size 38cm x 31cm

LOT: 342     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Two painted print portraits, of a man and woman, both in ornate gilt frames, with some
damage, within glazed wooded box frames, the largest 37cm x 31.5cm (2)

LOT: 343     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A 20th century crystoleum, a woman sitting on a tree branch, some wear and staining,
framed and glazed, frame size 29.5cm x 23.5cm

LOT: 344     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A collection of framed works, to include, three drawings, prints and bookplates, all of
differing sizes and condition (7)

LOT: 345     Estimate: £100 - £200 
19th century British school, a portrait of a gentleman, oil on canvas, the work has been
made smaller by folding the canvas to fit into a smaller frame, frame size 90cm x 77cm
AF

LOT: 346     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Oil on board, the side of a building, the paint with some cracking and discolouration, in a
gilt frame, frame size 33.5cm x 19.5cm
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LOT: 347     Estimate: £40 - £60 
John Sergeant (British 20th century), white cottage in a landscape, watercolour on
paper, signed bottom right, framed mounted and glazed, frame size 28cm x 38cm

LOT: 348     Estimate: £80 - £120 
W. Hurt? (British 19th century), A Spaniel, oil on canvas, signed indistinctly and dated
89 bottom right, cut down and re-stretched, condition poor, cracking to paint AF,
canvas size 69cm x 53.5cm

LOT: 349     Estimate: £40 - £60 
After Stubbs, a 19th century coloured aquatint, of a horse, framed, glazed and
mounted, frame size 60cm x 68cm

LOT: 350     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Peter Toms (British 20th century), a marine scene of fishing boats, watercolour, signed
bottom right, framed mounted and glazed, frame size 39cm x 44cm

LOT: 351     Estimate: £80 - £120 
Gerald Scarfe (British), a limited edition print titled Brexit, depicting Theresa May at
Britannia, no. 3/100, with certificate of Authenticity, signed in pencil lower right, framed,
glazed and mounted, frame size 40cm x 55cm

LOT: 352     Estimate: £200 - £300 
Cecil Rochfort D'Oyly John (British 1906-1993), Riviera Sunset, oil on board, signed lower
left, framed, Frost & Reed trade label to the verso, frame size 46cm x 55cm *Artist
Resale Rights may apply to this lot

LOT: 353     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Nigel J Greaves (British b. 1948), Untitled, acrylic on board, signed bottom right,
framed, frame size 37cm x 73.5cm
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LOT: 354     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Nigel J Greaves (British b. 1948), Red Passion Night, acrylic on board, signed bottom
right, with a certificate of authenticity, framed, framed size 75cm x 44.5cm

LOT: 355     Estimate: £120 - £180 
Nigel J Greaves (British b. 1948), Cadmium Legato, acrylic on board, signed bottom
right framed, frame size 75cm x 65cm

LOT: 356     Estimate: £120 - £180 
Nigel J Greaves (British b. 1948), Snazzy, acrylic on board, signed lower middle, framed,
frame size 75cm x 67.5cm

LOT: 357     Estimate: £100 - £150 
Francis Gilbert Trott (British), Cadgewith Cornwall, oil on canvas, signed lower left, dated
1955 to verso, framed, frame size 58cm x 68cm

LOT: 358     Estimate: £100 - £150 
Francis Gilbert Trott (British), Low Tide, St. Ives Cornwall, oil on canvas, signed lower
right, Frost & Reed trade label to verso, framed, frame size 63.5cm x 74cm

LOT: 359     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Sharon Baldry (British b.1960), two contemporary glass and metal works, signed in
pencil lower left, both framed mounted and glazed, frame size both 48.5cm x 26cm (2)
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LOT: 360     Estimate: £100 - £200 
Ernest William Haslehurst (British 1866-1949), a pond in a forest, watercolour on paper,
signed lower left, framed, mounted and glazed, frame size 49cm x 63.5cm

LOT: 361     Estimate: £100 - £150 
Three framed photographs, after Ansell Adams, of landscape scenes, all frame sizes
the same 92cm x 65cm (3)

LOT: 362     Estimate: £600 - £800 
Leopold Rivers (British 1850-1905), landscape scene, oil on canvas, signed bottom right,
framed, gallery label to verso, frame size 64cm x 100

LOT: 363     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Four horse framed bookplates, all glazed and mounted in mahogany veneered frames,
each one 36.5cm x 28cm (4)

LOT: 364     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Duncan RoRy Grant (British), contemporary landscape, oil on canvas, signed 'RoRy' to
the bottom right, dated 2001 to verso, unframed, canvas size 45.5cm x 66cm

LOT: 365     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Duncan RoRy Grant (British), contemporary mixed media on canvas, signed and dated
2018 to verso, unframed, canvas 30.5cm x 25cm

LOT: 366     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Duncan RoRy Grant (British), contemporary mixed media on canvas, signed and dated
2018 to verso, unframed, canvas 25cm x 35.5cm

LOT: 367     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Duncan RoRy Grant (British), contemporary mixed media on canvas, signed and dated
2018 to verso, unframed, canvas 30.5cm x 40.5cm
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LOT: 368     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Duncan RoRy Grant (British), abstract mixed media on canvas, signed and dated 1999
bottom right and verso, unframed, canvas size 41cm x 31cm

LOT: 369     Estimate: £50 - £80 
An abstract mixed media work on canvas, in a wooden frame (the bottom section
broken off), signed indistinctly S.C. Bolton and titled Focal Blue, frame size 34.5cm x
34.5cm

LOT: 370     Estimate: £50 - £80 
An 18th century print/book plate of Thornton College, in an oak frame, date 1726,
mounted and glazed, frame size 42cm x 59.5cm

LOT: 371     Estimate: £80 - £100 
A pair of oil on canvases, of landscape scenes, signed T. Hali, both framed and glazed,
frames sizes 39cm x 69cm (2)

LOT: 372     Estimate: £60 - £100 
J.G. Mace (British contemporary), a pair of donkeys at the farm, oil on board, signed
and dated 87' bottom left, in a gilt frame, frame size 72cm x 102cm

LOT: 373     Estimate: £70 - £100 
A continental oil on board, a farm cottage by a pond, oil on board, in a scrolling gilt
frame, frame size 74cm x 100cm

LOT: 374     Estimate: £30 - £50 
French 20th century?, a hilly landscape, oil on canvas, signed Reimans bottom right in a
gilt frame, frame size 37cm x 50cm
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LOT: 375     Estimate: £80 - £120 
Attributed to Antoine Chintreuil (French, 1814-1873) a countryside track, oil on canvas,
signed indistinctly bottom right Chintreuil, framed, frame size 37cm x 47cm

LOT: 376     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Ture Bosin (Sweden (1894-1983), a country side road, oil on board, signed and dated
1940 bottom right, framed frame size 66.5cm x 78cm

LOT: 377     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Aage Lund (1892-1972), landscape with a lake and trees, oil on canvas, signed bottom
right, framed, frame size 72cm x 86cm

LOT: 378     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Otto Hamel (German 1866-1950), A path leading to woodland, oil on canvas, signed
bottom left, in a burnished gold frame, frame size 62.5cm x 75cm

LOT: 379     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Julius Petersen (Danish 1851-1911), A path through the woods, oil on canvas, signed
and dated 1904 to the bottom right, in a gilt frame (AF), frame size 108cm x 94cm

LOT: 380     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Alexander Willy Dannerford (Danish 1904-1961), a landscape scene with a road and
telegraph poles, oil on canvas, signed bottom left, framed , frame size 65cm x 78cm

LOT: 381     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Jo Taylor (British), a limited edition print of horses titled Still Life I no. 30/50, signed in
pencil bottom right, framed, mounted and glazed, frame size 76cm x 108cm
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LOT: 382     Estimate: £100 - £200 
Doug Hyde (British b. 1972), Love Overload, a limited edition print, no. 87/395, signed
in pencil, with certificate if authenticity, unframed, work size 76cm x 57cm

LOT: 383     Estimate: £40 - £60 
Oil on canvas, lady in a landscape with trees and a cottage, in poor condition, framed,
frame size 7cm x 80cm

LOT: 384     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A modern wooden painted coffee table, with a frieze draw, shaped rectangular top,
raised on fluted supports, with an under-tier, 54cm H x 147cm W x 77cm D AF

LOT: 385     Estimate: £1,000 - £2,000 
A pair of large and impressive stone covered garden urns, terracotta colour, the covers
with pineapple finials, twin handled bodies, with raised carved foliate scroll decoration,
raised on fluted neoclassical columns on square stepped bases, each in four parts,
approx. 170cm H x 70cm W, in weathered condition (2)

LOT: 386     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A Modern upholstered bucket chair, multi coloured fabric, 96cm H x 60cm W

LOT: 387     Estimate: £150 - £250 
A large gilt gesso framed mirror, in damaged condition, raised foliate decoration, with
swag decoration to the bottom, AF 140cm H x 73cm W

LOT: 388     Estimate: £200 - £300 
A pair of large mid to late 20th century table lamps, in neoclassical style, brass tops,
each with three gilt cherubs, raised on classical columns and circular footed bases, both
55cm high (excluding the lamps and shade bracket) some wear AF (2)
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LOT: 389     Estimate: £20 - £30 
Six Victorian mahogany dining room chairs, including one carver, pierced ladder splats,
serpentine fronted upholstered seats 93cm H x 55cm W AF (6)

LOT: 390     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A 20th century mechanical children's high chair, metal mechanism to the back, rattan
seat, some old woodworm 98cm high AF

LOT: 391     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A mahogany framed oval mirror, carved frame, bevelled mirror plate, 59cm H x 89cm
W

LOT: 392     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A Georgian revival 20th century over mantle mirror, green and gilt painted, some wear
to the paintwork, 71cm H x 81cm W

LOT: 393     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Two Victorian pole screens, both wooden, one with scrolling designs and shaped square
needlework panel of people, the other with an octagonal needlework floral panel both
glazed, AF 150cm & 148cm in height (2)

LOT: 394     Estimate: £30 - £50 
An early 20th century mahogany fretwork mirror, mounted with a gilt painted bird,
surmounted with a inlaid cartouche of a shell, bevelled mirror plate 91cm x 48cm

LOT: 395     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A 19th century mahogany French chest of drawers, moulded top, seven drawer front,
carved frame, raised on rococo feet, with a partial depository label to the back, key
present, 151cm H x 82cm W x 47cm D AF
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LOT: 396     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A Regency mahogany armchair, carved arms, with velvet upholstery, on sabre front
legs, legs later reinforced, on cracked AF, 92cm H x 67cm W x 56cm D

LOT: 397     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A 19th century walnut stool, needle work later upholstery, scrolling supports, united by
an h-shaped stretcher, later reinforced on the underside, 42cm H x 55cm W x 40cm D

LOT: 398     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A 19th century and later needle work topped occasional table, square top the
needlework under glass, raised on a turned column and supports AF, 53cm H x 46cm
W

LOT: 399     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A set of four 19th century mahogany hall chairs, all with shield backs, all with condition
issues, some reinforced with metal brackets AF, 101cm H x 50cm W x 44cm D

LOT: 400     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A 20th century oak occasional table, square top on four supports, some wear AF, 66cm
H x 75cm W x 75cm D

LOT: 401     Estimate: £60 - £80 
A 20th century wooden captains armchair, with a leatherette drop in seat, turned front
supports with an h-stretcher, 80cm H x 67cm W x 50cm D, together with a 20th
century leather upholstered foot stool, with cabriole supports AF 33cm H x 67cm W x
52cm D (2)

LOT: 402     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A 20th century mahogany set of library steps, three steps, top two with open, all steps
with tooled leather tops, on turned supports, 63cm H x 42cm W x 68cm D AF

LOT: 403     Estimate: £300 - £500 
A second half 20th century Chinese hardwood sideboard, four drawer frieze, with drop
circular handles, raised on four supports, 86cm H x 156cm W x 47cm D
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LOT: 404     Estimate: £500 - £1,000 
A William IV or Victorian rosewood veneered snap top breakfast table, circular top raised
on a tapered column, later gilt decoration, on castors, 73cm H x 137cm W

LOT: 405     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A 19th century continental oak sideboard with later painted decoration, removable
pediment, the top with a shelf with carved scrolling supports, two drawer frieze above
two tiers with carved front supports, all raised on bun feet, 162cm H x 126cm W x
48cm D

LOT: 406     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A modern Louis XV revival chest of drawers, with boulle gilt metal decoration, the top
serpentine shaped with a marble insert, seven drawer front, some handles loose and
present AF, 124cm H x 60cm W x 37cm D

LOT: 407     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A 19th century and later painted nursing/child's chair, ornate back with columns, velvet
upholstery to the back and seat, turned front legs on castors, black and gilt paint, 72cm
H x 48cm W x 47cm D

LOT: 408     Estimate: £150 - £250 
A French console table, serpentine shaped top, on a gilt carved wooden base AF, and
scrolling supports, 89cm H x 91cm W x 41cm D

LOT: 409     Estimate: £300 - £500 
An 18th century and later oak cased longcase clock, by Edmund Scholfield of Rochdale,
the hood with a swan neck pediment flanked with plain pilasters, with brass bases and
tops, the silvered dial with the makers name, a subsidiary moon dial, 30 hour
movement, untested, the case with an open door, and brass lock flanked with quarter
fluted pilasters, on a plinth base, the weights and pendulum present, in need of
restoration worn and with losses and damage AF, 235cm H x 58cm W x 28cm D

LOT: 410     Estimate: £60 - £100 
An 18th century and later oak coffer, two panel top (worn), later reinforced to the
underside, metal hinges with later lock, three panel front, with carving and the initials
'I.R.' flanking the lock, internally with a candle compartment AF 67cm H x 111cm W x
47cm H
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LOT: 411     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A 19th century mahogany gateleg table, on turned supports, AF, 67cm H x 90cm W
(when opened) x 93cm D

LOT: 412     Estimate: £100 - £105 
A Victorian mahogany and oak secretaire bookcase, two door top, enclosing two
shelves, the top drawer with a fold open front, enclosing pigeon hole storage, fitted
drawers and a leather surface, with two further drawers, all with wooden handles, on a
plinth base, 188cm H x 122cm W x 55cm D

LOT: 413     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A 20th century teak G-Plan oval coffee table, glass insert top (chipped), makers stickers
underneath the top, 42cm H x 122cm W x 66cm D AF

LOT: 414     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A 20th century Nathan teak sideboard, three graduated drawers, flanked by cupboards,
the drawer with a Nathan quality sticker, raised on four slender supports, 76cm H x
184cm W x 45cm D

LOT: 415     Estimate: £100 - £150 
A 20th century teak dining room table, with two removable leaves, 72cm H x 137cm W
(without leaves) x 88cm D (each leaf 41cm W), together with six teak chairs, including
two carvers, each 103cm H x 46cm W x 48cm D (7)

LOT: 416     Estimate: £50 - £80 
Three oak stools, one stained in the arts and crafts style (with repairs) AF and gothic
pierced supports, 67cm H x 35cm diameter, all with circular tops and under-tiers, the
lighter oak 69cm H x 28cm diameter (3)

LOT: 417     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A 19th century mahogany adjustable invalids table, rectangular top, on an adjustable
turned column, shaped base raised on four brass castors, a sticker to the underside
bearing a crown and the initials 'C.S.B.' AF, 71cm H x 76cm W x 43cm D

LOT: 418     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A turn of the century mahogany cabinet, five drawer front, with brass handles, some
wear and damage, key present AF, the drawers containing a variety of board games,
including monopoly, etc 102cm H x 48cm W x 51cm D
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LOT: 419     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A modern oak longcase clock, brass dial with Roman numerals, with date dial, makers
name Tho. Buttock of Bath, plaque inside the door dating the case to 2001, pendulum
and weights present, approx. 223cm H x 39cm W

LOT: 420     Estimate: £20 - £30 
A 20th century Middle Eastern brass tray and stand, 68cm H x 44cm W

LOT: 421     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A Victorian mahogany chest of drawers, two small drawers above three large drawers,
with wooden turned handles, the bottom damaged, 111cm H x 102cm W AF

LOT: 422     Estimate: £200 - £300 
A pair of Globe Wernicke stacking bookcases, each with three sections, three have
makers labels, some wear commensurate with age and use, 114.5cm H x 86.5cm W
AF (2)

LOT: 423     Estimate: £600 - £1,000 
A marble topped Regency style breakfast/occasional table, circular grey marble top,
raised on three supports in the form of women, gilt heads and feet, the legs tapering,
the base wobbly, 73cm H x 113.5cm diameter AF

LOT: 424     Estimate: £60 - £100 
Two antique carpets, both with geometric designs, differing in size and with wear,
165cm x 102cm & 104cm x 80cm AF (2)

LOT: 425     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A worn geometric rug, losses to the surface, with a bold geometric coloured design,
187cm x 103cm AF
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LOT: 426     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A wool on cotton rug, Persian style, floral design, some wear, AF, 198cm x 130cm

LOT: 427     Estimate: £30 - £50 
Three woollen rugs, the largest worn, with a geometric design, 136cm x 93cm, together
with a small mat, 67cm x 49cm and a prayer mat 61cm x 42cm AF (3)

LOT: 428     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A wool on wool rug, orange and purple geometric pattern, fringes, with some wear, AF,
178cm x 101

LOT: 429     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A wool on wool rug, multi-coloured pattern, fringes, with some wear AF, 225cm x
115cm

LOT: 430     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A middle-eastern wool on wool rug, red elephant foot design, some wear AF, 184cm x
110cm

LOT: 431     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A middle-eastern multi coloured rug, geometric design, cotton fringes, some minor
wear, 249cm x 154cm
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LOT: 432     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A modern kilim rug, geometric design, fringes, 185cm x 128cm

LOT: 433     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A middle eastern wool on wool rug, possible Afghan, blue and red ground with geometric
design, fringes, some wear and slightly faded, AF, 192cm x 167cm

LOT: 434     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A Caucasian style wool on wool rug, multi-coloured with geometric pattern, some fading,
AF, 245cm x 160cm

LOT: 435     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A middle-eastern wide wool on wool runner, red geometric design, fringes with flat
weave ends, some minor wear, 281cm x 123cm

LOT: 436     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A Turk tekke style wool on wool rug, brown geometric design, fringes, 163cm x 105cm

LOT: 437     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A half van kilim wool on wool rug, early 20th century, signed tassel fringes, 210cm x
77cm
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LOT: 438     Estimate: £80 - £120 
A 1920's Turkish Ushak wool on wool rug, red, green and blue geometric pattern,
203cm x 125cm

LOT: 439     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A modern Pakistani wool on cotton rug, brown geometric design, 160cm x 94cm

LOT: 440     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A large wool on cotton runner, repeating multi-coloured geometric design, 521cm x 100

LOT: 441     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A worn early 20th century middle eastern rug, wool on wool, retailed by Harvey Nichols,
label to the underside, geometric design, faded, AF 213cm x 154cm

LOT: 442     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A 1960's shag pile carpet, by Norsk, sunburst pattern on a white ground, some
discolouration and furniture marks, AF, 300cm x 204cm

LOT: 443     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A silk and wool prayer mat, fringes, 140cm x 61cm
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LOT: 444     Estimate: £30 - £50 
A middle-eastern wool on wool rug, brown, red and yellow geometric design, fringes,
some wear and minor damage AF, 193cm x 107cm

LOT: 445     Estimate: £50 - £80 
A middle eastern wool on wool rug, red, yellow and blue geometric design, flat weave
ends, 193cm x 119cm

LOT: 446     Estimate: £250 - £350 
A 19th century longcase clock, mahogany case with inlaid decoration, brass and silvered
dial, with Roman numerals and secondary dial, the hood with barley twisted columns,
weights, pendulum and winder, 217cm H x 47cm W

LOT: 447     Estimate: £200 - £300 
A late Georgian mahogany bookcase, in the manor of Gillows, crossbanded top (loose),
one frieze draw with brass handle above astragal glazed doors enclosing three shelves,
fluted palisades, with ormulu decoration, raised on four carved feet, 92cm H x 102cm
W x 40cm D

LOT: 448     Estimate: £40 - £60 
A 19th century oak hall chair, gothic style, the top rail with carved lions, and barley
twisted columns, raised on barley twisted supports AF 114cm H x 45cm W

LOT: 449     Estimate: £60 - £100 
A George III mahogany armchair, probably a carver from a dinning set, serpentine
shaped top rail, pierced back, short arms, upholstered seat pad, the supports united by
a stretcher, with Chippendale-style straight legs, 91cm H x 60cm W
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LOT: 450     Estimate: £100 - £200 
A 19th century satinwood mahogany and maple Continental cabinet, crossbanded
veneered shaped top, the brass grill doors with green silk on wood, damaged, enclosing
two shelves, inlaid maple pilasters, the top warped AF, 84cm H x 88cm W x 47cm D

LOT: 451     Estimate: £200 - £300 
A 19th century mahogany secretaire cabinet, top shelf with a brass pierced gallery,
raised with two columns the drawer with a drop down front, with a tooled leather surface
(damaged and cracked), and pigeons holes flanked by short drawers, the brass grilled
cabinet doors, enclosing two long drawers with campaign style recessed handles, and a
shelf, some wear and minor damage AF, 115cm H x 102cm W x 42cm D
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